Information Technology Solutions

DOCUMENT IMAGING
PSI:Capture supports over 300

Who is PSIGEN?

scanning devices, and ISIS,
TWAIN and VRS scanner drivers
providing a powerful capture
engine for any scanner. Through

Founded in 1995 by leaders in the Docu-

its import capability, it also allows

ment Management and Document Imaging

integration with copiers, MFPs,

industry.

network scanners and fax maOver 300 resellers throughout the United

chines.

States and global distribution on multiple
continents.

ECM INTEGRATION
PSIGEN builds and supports

Broad customer base includes small busi-

over 50 different integrations with

nesses to large global entities like Shell,

industry leading Document Man-

BP, Mercer, Boeing, BMW, Sears, and

agement and Enterprise Content

many others.

Management Systems including
The most flexible feature rich capture

FileNet, SharePoint and EMC

product in the market today.

product lines.

ROBUST CAPTURE
PSIGEN’s feature rich products
provide an organization with just
about any document capture
feature, including barcode processing, OCR, OMR, ICR and
data extraction.

FORMS PROCESSING
PSI:Capture provides for both
structured and unstructured data
collection, allowing for the capture of invoices, purchase orders,
contracts, and just about any
other form type.

Document Capture and Scanning is a challenge in any

Product Benefits:

organization. With an array of scanning devices, capture

♦

Business Document Capture - provides for just

needs and back end content management systems, most

about any method to scan and capture key docu-

organizations settle for multiple applications to accom-

ment data.

plish one goal. PSI:Capture provides a single capture

♦

Automation and Efficiency - through time tested

platform that can meet all the needs of an organiza-

capture technology, PSI:Capture provides the ut-

tion: document scanning, forms processing, data capture

most in document capture efficiency allowing for

and OCR to name a few. PSIGEN brings cutting edge

minimal time spent on tasks.

imaging technology to the workplace, with a focus on

♦

Seamless integration - through the use of our data

document automation and efficiency, all in a simple, easy

lookup provider and migration technology,

to use scanning application.

PSI:Capture can interact with Enterprise Data Solutions, allowing for simple data transfer to and from

The PSI:Capture application enhances the capabilities

systems.

of any scanning device, providing an onramp to any of
our 50 supported backend Enterprise Content Management (ECM) or Document Management Systems (DMS).

♦

Single application for all needs - the scalability
and flexibility of the product set provides a single
application that can meet all an organizations

Single Product, All Your Capture Needs

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Our professional services and
support team can provide world
class custom solutions and product technical support and training.

ENTERPRISE SCALABLE
Our robust platform has been
performance tested in the highest volume environments, and
can be scaled to provide maximum throughput and processing
power.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
With a wide variety of modules
and features, PSI:Capture provides a foundation for any organization’s imaging needs.

For more information on any of
our products or services please
visit us on the Web at:
www.psigen.com

MODULES AVAILABLE
Optical Character Recognition
Intelligent Character Recognition
Advanced Data Extraction
Classification
Migration
RightFax Connector
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